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Special points of interest:
• “G.O.A.T. — Greatest of All
Time” The Book on
Muhammad Ali is now on
display in the gallery. Order
Today!
• Howard Schatz—Time
Magazine selects Howard for
August 25th cover.
• Italy – August 30: Walter
Rosenblum and his wife
Naomi awarded International
Award of Photography
(Premio Friuli Venezia Giulia
Fotografia) .
• Buffalo, New York – July 9:
Robert Kaupelis presented in
collection of Buffalo State
College’s Burchfield-Penney
Art Center
• GALLERY M partner, Mason
Hayutin, featured in Oprah
Magazine, June 2004

With the summer winding
down, collectors have been
actively taking interest in the
retro focus going on in
American culture.
Always looking for
compelling offerings,
GALLERY M arranged for a
unique private collection
showing of Francoise Gilot’s
paintings. Francoise Gilot is
known for her own talent
created while living to Pablo

Picasso and later married to
Dr. Jonas Salk. Although
Picasso had differing opinions
of her talent, Gilot works
capture the “retro” 50’s, 60’s
and 70’s art styles. Her
collages, drawings and oils
join abstract and realist
movements of the time.
Gilots available works are in
the gallery through September
31 and online.
One artist who has stayed
true to his period at GALLERY
M is painter Robert Kaupelis.
Kaupelis is known for his
bright, vibrant abstract
departures. His process has
Athens is not the only place
where gymnasts flex there skills
to the limit. Here Howard
Schatz has captured Olga
Karmansky in a “blue sky
bend.”

Bateaux 1, Original Oil on
Canvas, 8” H x 10” W by
Francoise Gilot.

mostly played on the lively
expressions found in the
seventies, eighties and
nineties. The test of any
good, qualified fine artist is
the work’s ability to be
absorbed comfortably
outside of the period that
influenced the artist. A
former fine art professor at
NYU, Kaupelis uses a
(Continued on page 2)

The New Site: www.gallerym.com
GALLERY M is now “new and improved.” With many compliments and suggestions from our
online collectors worldwide, we have launched our 2.0 web site.
Key to the new site is easier navigation, updated news stories, fast RSVP for events and shows,
and MY COLLECTION— a personalized portfolio for collectors and visitors to track, share and
collect works from our artists. By registering, you can have a GALLERY M consultant work with
you on your current collecting objectives; our consultants can even post works specific to your
needs that otherwise might not be available to the general public. Try it today. Register
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Kaupelis: “No two people have the same experience…”
(Continued from page 1)

Les Soles, Oil on
Canvas by Francoise
Gilot
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technique that is refined abstractly
speaking. Collectors at GALLERY M
enjoy his paintings because they carry
each on a journey—a departure from
the everyday. No two people have
the same experience with a Kaupelis
work – a process Kaupelis takes pride
in. Today he is finding new ways to
incorporate his mix of colors with
technology – his sketches can now be
compu-prints which act as the basis for

new original works on
canvas.
Both Gilot and Kaupelis
offer smaller works or more
statement oriented works.
View Francois Gilot
Paintings | View Robert
Kaupelis Original Paintings
| Contact a Consultant

Kaupelis’ Neat Place,
Acrylic on Canvas, 18” x
24”, 3/24/1987

Filters of the 20th Century: Bourke-White & Mydans

Vintage Margaret BourkeWhite photographs, like
“Female Workers
Welding”, are now
available at GALLERY M.

Senator John Kennedy and
wife Jackie campaigning
through Boston —Gelatin
Silver Photograph by Carl
Mydans.
Copyright, Time/LIFE

As The Art Quarterly reported in it’s last edition, LIFE Magazine will
return this fall to newsstands as a weekend magazine in national
papers. The new look will expand on it historic presence in Americana
and then some. Since 1996, GALLERY M has been one of only a
handful of international fine art galleries to represent the full LIFE
archives as gelatin silver and platinum prints. In preparation for our
October 8 selling exhibit, “Filters of the 20th Century”, GALLERY M has
received a group of works from the VINTAGE LIFE Photography
collection. We invite you to view and collect Vintage Margaret
Bourke-White photographs along with a similar group from FSA
photographer Carl Mydans. Institutions like the Library of Congress,
Major International Museums and the International Center of
Photography have included similar vintage photographs in their
collection already.
What makes a LIFE vintage photograph different from a modern print?
While a few factors exist, the photograph could have been part of the
magazine’s production. Typically this image has unique markings that
the photographer, editors or archivist affixed while reviewing the
image. GALLERY M is proud to offer Bourke-White and Mydans
vintage photographs that are in excellent condition and backed with
proper LIFE documentation.

Books: ATHLETE—Howard Schatz
Athlete by Howard Schatz captures our international best at their best.
This book visually displays the rhythmic to the poetic of sports motion.
Swimming greats like Inge de Brujin, Track icons such as Shawn Crawford
and pioneers like Annika Sorenstam. ATHLETE also shows the visual talent
that Howard has whether a mystifying Gymnast pose to an fast swoosh
around Stephon Marbury’s back.

Young Americans
visit the Lincoln
Memorial, Gelatin
Silver, 11 x 14 by
Carl Mydans
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New Artist Program
Often times collectors mention a new artist to our consultants, gallery director or partners.
With GALLERY M in the top 15% of visited websites worldwide*, we wanted to broaden our
ability to work with other talented artists, photographers and sculptors for our collectors.
Through this newsletter and targeted displays and links throughout our site, emerging artists
can promote their latest works on our web site to interested collectors. Artists can use this
service to promote their own site or in place of the technology hassles that the internet poses to
most artists today.
Certain artists, photographers and sculptors may qualify for a full section alongside our
established group of contemporary artists, photographers and sculptors. Our artist service is
affordable with monthly plans available. If you are an artist or know of someone whose talent
is exceptional, please have them visit our artist section at http://www.gallerym.com/
artists.cfm or http://www.artquarterly.com and click on services.

Schlossberg-Cohen’s Tkiah
Gdolah, 30”W x 40” H,
Acrylic Canvas Cut-Outs on
Canvas

* GALLERY M’s Alexa ranking is 470,664 as of 9/3/2004. Visit Alexa for details.

LABOR DAY—Give your home a needed rest
GALLERY M offers:
<, Howard Schatz’s Orchid Phala
001, Cibachrome, Signed Print

With summers end, GALLERY
M offers great collection
additions.
•

•

•

What better than treating
your home to flowers—
those that are always in
bloom.
HOWARD
SCHATZ’S Botanica series
is amazing and beautiful.
ART BOOKS by Howard
Schatz, LIFE, Associated
Press, Walter Rosenblum
and the much talked
about G.O.A.T.

^ Schlossberg-Cohen’s Pipa Player,
2003, Acrylic Cut-outs on Canvas.

•

•

SMALL WORKS like
watercolors by Jay Wolf
Schlossberg-Cohen
(starting at $350 framed)

•

Vanderveen Sculptures—
5 immediately available
(starting at $265)

•

Serigraphs by Christine
Rosamond and Robert
Heindel (starting at
$1075)

•

Etchings and oils by Palla
Jeroff (starting at $450)

•

Mixed Media Paintings by
Robert Kaupelis (Starting
at $650)

Jazz Greats by
photographer Ted
Williams (starting at
$750)

•

Gift Wrapping

•

Local Home Delivery

•

Gift Certificates

Vintage Peter Max
Originals (starting at
$20,000)

^ DIVE—Bronze Sculpture
by David Phelps

^ Marlene Dietrich Kismit Billboard 1944,
Gelatin Silver Print by Andreas Feininger.

> Loet Vanderveen’s Giraffe and Structure,
New Release, Bronze Sculpture.

Next at GALLERY M:

New To GALLERY M:

Winter 05 seems far off but
GALLERY M will present select
works in a group show by
Theater oriented artists Jay
Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen,
Robert Heindel and David
Schneuer. Each artist has had
a life long love, fondness and
knack for the performing arts.

GALLERY M consistently adds to the works available for our
collectors. Now is the time to view and consider works by:

⇒ Howard Schatz—Botanica (over 15 new florals to pick from)
⇒ Charles Dwyer Jr.—Reflections of Her Youth, Original, Mixed
Media Pastel

⇒ Robert Heindel—The Scottish Dancer, Dancers in White and
three other limited edition serigraphs.

⇒ Arless Day—Various Gouache and Collage Works
Dancers in White,
Serigraph by Robert
Heindel

⇒ Regina Saura—Butaca Rococo, Fruta Madura and Petals de
Color

⇒ Jay Wolf Schlossberg-Cohen—New Small Acrylics and
Watercolors
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This newsletter is sponsored nationally by:
Luxepets offers a line of high-end pet/human dual
purpose jewelry for pet lovers who consider their
pets a member of the family. Woof!

2830 E. Third Ave
Denver, CO 80206
www.gallerym.com

The Kentwood Company® Cherry Creek— Contact Gayle
Glucksman when selling or buying a home in the Cherry Creek or
Downtown Neighborhoods. Call 303.331.1400

Styling Mousse by ROFFLER ® : Men’s Professional
Hair Care and Grooming Products since 1958. Ask
for it from your local stylist or barber.

GALLERY M

Phone: 303.331.8400
Fax: 303.331.8522

KUVO—Jazz 89
www.kuvo.org

GALLERY M: “Where There's More
To Art Than Meets The Wall”

